Replicative senescence, the terminal loss of proliferation that normal cells undergo in vitro, is considered a model for aging at the cellular level. It is also considered a mechanism of tumor suppression because fusion of normal with immortal, tumor derived cell lines yields hybrids that regain growth control and cease division. Additional genetic analysis has revealed that a large number of immortal human cell lines assign to only four complementation groups for indefinite division (A-D) and microcell fusion studies have identified human chromosomes 1,4, and 7 as carrying the cell senescence gene loci for groups C, B and D respectively. We have cloned a gene on chromosome 4, MORF 4, that following transfection induces senescence only in immortal cell lines assigned to group B. MORF 4 is a member of a gene family MORF related genes (MRG) and the three expressed family members share interesting common motifs, including a leucine zipper region, a helix-loop-helix domain and nuclear localization signal. MRG 15 has a unique chromodomain at the amino terminus, MORF 4 has lost this region and MRG X has another unique amino terminal sequence with no known homology. We here present an update on our studies with these genes.
INTRODUCTION.
Replicative senescence, the terminal loss of proliferation that normal cells undergo in vitro, is considered a model for aging at the cellular level. It is also considered a mechanism of tumor suppression because fusion of normal with immortal, tumor derived cell lines yields hybrids that regain growth control and cease division. Additional genetic analysis has revealed that a large number of immortal human cell lines assign to only four complementation groups for indefinite division (A-D) and microcell fusion studies have identified human chromosomes 1,4, and 7 as carrying the cell senescence gene loci for groups C, B and D respectively. We have cloned a gene on chromosome 4, MORF 4, that following transfection induces senescence only in immortal cell lines assigned to group B. MORF 4 is a member of a gene family MORF related genes (MRG) and the three expressed family members share interesting common motifs, including a leucine zipper region, a helix-loop-helix domain and nuclear localization signal. MRG 15 has a unique chromodomain at the amino terminus, MORF 4 has lost this region and MRG X has another unique amino terminal sequence with no known homology. We here present an update on our studies with these genes.
METHODS.
To identify proteins that interact with the MORF 4, MRG 15 and MRG X proteins we used the techniques of yeast two-hybrid, GST-pull down/Western, and immunoprecipitation (IP)/western analyses. Fractionation of nucleoprotein complexes was done on sucrose gradients. Transfection was performed using lipofectamine plus according to manufacturers instructions.
RESULTS.
We have identified a novel protein PAM (protein associated with MRG) that interacts with the MRG proteins. This identification was initially done by yeast two-hybrid analysis and confirmed by GST-pull-down and IP/Western experiments. We have also determined that MRG 15 and MRG X are in multiple nucleoprotein complexes. They cosediment on sucrose gradients with PAM and are present in the same immunoprecipitates. We are currently determining whether they are present in the same complex(es) or whether they interact with PAM in an independent complex(es), since yeast two-hybrid studies indicate they do not interact directly with each other. Both MRG X and MRG 15 can activate a promoterreporter construct of the b-myb gene and we are characterizing the region(s) of the proteins that is involved by the use of deletion mutants. We are also attempting to characterize the other components of the complex(es).
DISCUSSION.
Our studies with MRG X and MRG 15 indicate these proteins will be present in complexes that activate genes, and most likely be important in cell cycle progression. Since MORF 4 is a truncated version of MRG 15 that lacks the N-terminal chromodomain, we hypothesize that during induction of senescence in group B cell lines, it displaces MRG 15 and MRG X from their complexes and disrupts cell division. Indeed, confocal microscopy results suggest that this occurs. However, additional information is needed to support this hypothesis.
